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  1. What is a hawk?

An insect

A fish

A bird

2. What is the most common diet of a hawk?

Tree leaves

Sea animals

Smaller animals

3. Which of the following birds is similar to hawk?

An eagle

A gull

A sparrow

4. What is the average lifespan of a hawk?

Up to 5 years

Up to 2 years

Up to 20 years

5. What are hawks known for?

Swimming in the ocean

Having an excellent sight
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Ability to run

6. Which one of these is a real type of hawk?

Blue water hawk

Red-tailed hawk

New York hawk

7. How many hawk species are known?

4

270

100

8. The female hawks are usually:

The same size as male

Bigger than male

Smaller than male

9. Do hawks migrate when the season changes?

Yes

No

It depends on species

10. At what age do young eagles usually leave the nest?

3 weeks old

6 weeks old

2 month old
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Hawks Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is a hawk?
  A bird
  2. What is the most common diet of a hawk?
  Smaller animals
  3. Which of the following birds is similar to hawk?
  An eagle
  4. What is the average lifespan of a hawk?
  Up to 20 years
  5. What are hawks known for?
  Having an excellent sight
  6. Which one of these is a real type of hawk?
  Red-tailed hawk
  7. How many hawk species are known?
  270
  8. The female hawks are usually:
  Bigger than male
  9. Do hawks migrate when the season changes?
  Yes
  10. At what age do young eagles usually leave the nest?
  6 weeks old
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